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Introduction
As the performance of mobile devices improves and the number of functions included in 
the devices increases, technologies that can be implemented using these devices are also 
diversifying. Especially, the technology utilizing cameras has been expanding its applica-
tion field, ranging from augmented reality to recognizing wine labels, book covers, pack-
aged goods, and similar clothes employing a form of style search.

When recognizing a specific object in an image captured by a camera, it is possible to 
compare the existing indexed content with a local descriptor that can extract the same 
feature repeatedly without being affected by the size change and the shooting angle. For 
instance, features such as SIFT [1, 2], SURF [3], BRIEF [4], ORB [5], MSER [6, 7] or the 
image of the region (or object) estimated by a saliency map [8] or selective search [9] are 
learned and recognized using the convolutional neural networks (CNN). The more the 
number of extractable features in the region (or object), the easier it is to compare the 
presence or absence of each feature and to deliver the accurate recognition result.

In the case of printed photographs, printed book covers, and industrial packaging 
materials, there are many features that are easy to extract from the local descriptors such 
as the image itself, the logo using various colors and patterns, and the packaging design, 
so that a relatively accurate recognition result can be obtained. However, for consumer 
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goods such as TV, refrigerator, washing machine, air conditioner, etc., it is difficult 
to extract the local descriptors that can be used to easily compare the characteristics 
because of the functional (TVs, monitors, etc., whose main purpose is screen output, 
do not have any features on the screen. Once they are turned on, other features not 
related to the object to be recognized may interfere with the recognition) and material 
(the surfaces of refrigerators and air conditioners may be coated with light decoration) 
specificity.

Recently, image recognition by deep running has been getting popular. While it is true 
that are producing effective for some images, but they depend on the settings of a num-
ber of learning parameters in complex, nonlinear ways. Selecting good parameters is 
critical to the performance of the learning algorithm, but it is largely a black art [10–13].

In this paper, we propose a technique to improve the recognition performance using 
the preprocessing process that detects the distinguishable features of each product and 
normalizes them, with the aim of recognizing the manufacturer and the product name 
of the electronic product. In “Extraction of features”, we describe the feature extraction 
method and normalization method for each product. In “Convolutional neural net-
works”, we describe the method of neural network construction for normalized image 
recognition. The experimental results are described in “Results” and conclusions and 
future research plans are described in “Conclusions”.

Extraction of features
First, we introduce the process of extraction for recognition in detail. Figure 1 depicts 
the flowchart for the recognition process. For example, in the case of a TV, once the 
four vertices are identified, the image is warped to a rectangle, and an edge image of the 
stand, extracted from the lower portion of the TV, is used for learning and recognition.

Fig. 1 Flowchart of recognition algorithm for each electronic device. This includes discrete processes for 
extracting features to normalize and recognize images
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As mentioned earlier, electronics are limited in their possibility to extract comparable 
features because of their functional/material specificity. Another limitation is that the fil-
tering/pooling layer results for the entire image are obtained only in the non-electronic 
components during the CNN learning process. Thus, the process of normalization of 
images for recognition is different for each different type of the electronic product. This 
process includes a preprocessing process for extracting features, a process for extracting 
additional individual features that facilitate recognition of the electronic product, and a 
process for normalizing the extracted image features.

Pre‑processing

In the preprocessing step, preparations are made to extract features that are easy to rec-
ognize in each image.

At first, if you look at a television, it is difficult to distinguish it from the others because 
every TV is just a black screen when the screen is off. Only when the screen is turned on, 
it can be determined whether it can be recognized based on the features. However, these 
are not exactly the features of the television. Hence, the shape of the stand supporting 
the monitor and not the monitor is used to recognize the television. After checking all 
10 models of new TVs of 3 major consumer electronics manufacturers, we confirmed 
that the stand shape of all products is unique, and this was a logical assumption because 
the shape of the stand also has a design patent. First, we extract five primary lines from 
the top, left, right and bottom contours of the TV monitor using Canny Edge detector 
[14] and Hough Transform as shown in Fig. 2 (left). Especially in this part, we divide the 
top contour into two parts because of the curved television display. Next, we obtain the 
four vertices pairs of straight lines meet. Subsequently, using the information of these 
points, the image is warped into a rectangular perspective of a certain size. Because we 
will use the structure of the stand at the bottom of the television image for recognition, 
rather than the image itself, to change the object closer to the front view to extract it 
correctly. After separating the stand image at the lower end of the normalized television 
image, the edge image is obtained using the Sobel filter.

Fig. 2 The process of pre‑processing for recognizing Television; extract 4 vertices using 5 edges (divide the 
upper edge into two parts to account for the curved display), extract lower end from a warped perspective 
image and extract a Sobel filtered image
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The preprocessing of the refrigerator is a process for extracting door edge informa-
tion so that it can be utilized appropriately. A light-tone pattern is printed on the refrig-
erator, which makes it difficult to distinguish as its characteristics are not clearly seen 
when photographed with a camera. For this reason, we use the outline of the refrigerator 
door for recognition. After checking 14 models of new refrigerators of 2 major consumer 
electronics manufacturers, we confirmed that the door edge of all products is unique. As 
shown in Fig. 3, the door edge is extracted followed by the image extraction so that the 
distribution of the outline can be seen based on the center point where these outlines 
meet, and an outline image is obtained. The center points of the horizontal and vertical 
edges are obtained using cross points from every edge and clustering them to get the 
central position. Next, a principal reference line was obtained based on the center point, 
and a parallelogram image was obtained by extending this line in parallel. This image is 
then warped into perspective and normalized into a specific size. Sobel edge images are 
used for final learning and recognition, just like in the case of television. This takes into 
account unique features such as the handle of the refrigerator.

We can also check if the refrigerator has a built-in dispenser using an edge distribution 
of the top-left portion. This process is covered in more detail in the next chapter.

For the two aforementioned categories of electronics, the preprocessed image is used 
for learning, and the size is normalized only after extracting the image outlines, a pro-
cess used for learning to recognize the remaining categories of objects.

Extraction of additional features

Some electronic objects look exactly the same with only one or two options being dif-
ferent. Sometimes, even different manufacturers need to introduce different features to 
distinguish their products from the competition. In this paper, we discuss how to extract 
features that can provide additional information on recognition results in further detail.

In case of refrigerators, the recognition of the model should not be affected by the 
presence of a water purifier (or ice dispenser). Hence, we attach a different label to the 
top-left edge enhanced image when we perform the learning.

An air-conditioner is classified into two types for the purpose of recognition. The 
image is cropped based on the outline and different algorithms are applied using a size-
normalized image. For a stand-mounted air conditioner, the number of circles in the 
image is counted after extracting the edge (for wind hole) as shown in Fig. 4 and used as 
additional information along with the learning/recognition results. We extract a canny 

Fig. 3 The process of pre‑processing for recognizing a refrigerator: extract center point using horizontal and 
vertical edges of the center, and then extract Sobel‑filtered image from perspective‑warped image
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edge from a size-normalized image and find principal ellipses [15] based on inclusion 
relation of each ellipse. Each contour group is clustered using the radius of the circum-
scribed circle and the distance between the centers.

We extract the logo (including the manufacturer’s name) from the center of the bot-
tom of the image and directly learn/recognize it for wall-mounted air conditioners, as 
shown in Fig.  5. We use top-hat morphology to extract the logo. Morphology [16] is 
a method of approaching images from a space point of view and has an advantage of 
being easy to understand because the result of the operation can be seen visually. Typical 
examples of morphology operations are erosion and dilation. First, we obtain the differ-
ence image of the result of the dilation/erosion operation of the center image of the wall-
mounted air conditioner image [17], and then binarize it. This is followed by a dilation 
operation to emphasize the logo area, a method often used to extract small characters in 
real-world images [18].

Convolutional neural networks
In this paper, we use a fine-tuned CaffeNet [19] model for recognition of normalized 
images. The CaffeNet model is based on 1.2 million high-quality images classified into 
1000 categories during the Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (LSVRC)-2010 
competition. It has updated its existing record with 37.5 and 17.0% error rates in the 
top-1 and top-5 categories respectively.

Fig. 4 The process of extracting additional information for recognizing the stand‑mounted air conditioner: 
find fit circles from a canny edge and cluster them. Circular wind holes are arranged from one to three based 
on size. The fact that the wind hole is not circular also affects the final outcome

Fig. 5 The process of extracting a logo for recognizing the wall‑mounted air conditioner: find character 
group using top‑hat morphology and extract the logo using its structure
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CaffeNet structure

The model structure has the following characteristics: first, the gradient vanishing prob-
lem is solved by using a rectified linear unit (ReLU) nonlinearity activation function 
with non-saturating characteristics and a learning speed that is faster than the activation 
function of the existing saturating nonlinearity characteristic.

Local reaction normalization is performed after ReLU nonlinearity. This is the bright-
ness normalization process that is affected by the actual neurons, thereby reducing the 
error rates of 1.4 and 1.2% in the top-1 and top-5 categories respectively.

When the pooling size is z and the interval between the pooling units is s pixels, with 
0.4 and 0.3% error rates in top-1 and top-5 categories respectively overlapping pooling is 
performed with the knowledge that s < z.

Using two GPUs reduces the error rates by 1.7 and 1.2% in top-1 and top-5 categories, 
respectively, when compared to usage of one GPU.

To solve the over fitting problem, set the result value of any hidden neuron to 0 so that 
it does not affect the learning. We use the dropout method in which all structures share 
the weights while learning the models of different structures every time. Combine the 
arbitrary partial neurons to learn more robust and useful features.

Fine tuning

The fine tuning process transforms the architecture for a new purpose based on the pre-
viously learned model, and updates the weights of the learning based on the previously 
learned model weights. We tuned into more than 5800 pre-processed electronic object 
image-sets to recognize 55 home appliances instead of object category recognition 
through the BVLC CaffeNet model. The CaffeNet model works well for object classifica-
tion and we want to use it to recognize our electronic objects in detail.

We have more than 5800 pre-processed images to learn and have begun fine-tuning 
with the parameters learnt from 1,000,000 image-net images. If we provide the weights 
argument to the Caffe train command, the previously learned weights melt into our 
model, and the layers will match by name. In other words, a new data classifier will be 
created based on previously learned models. We changed the last layer’s name of the 
existing CaffeNet model from fc8 to fc8_television, fc8_ refrigerator, and so on. Since 
there is no layer name in the existing bvlc_reference_ caffenet layer, this layer starts 
learning with random weights. We have created new models for all the eight categories 
of home appliances using fine-tuning. The results are discussed in the following section.

Results
In this paper, 55 kinds of home appliances preprocessed by the proposed method were 
recognized. In this section, we describe the learning set used in the test, and evaluate 
the proposed algorithm by comparing the recognition results of the original image, the 
cropped image of the recognition target part, and the preprocessed recognition target 
image.

Full datasets—8 categories, 55 kinds of home appliances

We collected more than 10,000 images for eight kinds of home appliances such as tel-
evision, refrigerator, washing machine, air conditioner, robot cleaner, etc. from various 
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sources such as the manufacturer’s homepage, internet, shopping mall, blogs, articles of 
product users, and by shooting at actual stores. They were manually labeled as one of the 
55 types and the number of images per product ranged from as low as 80 to as many as 
400. Few of the various collected images are shown in Fig. 6.

Normalization results

We use preprocessing especially for television and refrigerator as we described. It related 
to recognition accuracy, of course the better normalization will make the better the rec-
ognition rate.

First, we extract normalized television stand’s edge image from source image as Fig. 7. 
Experimental results show that preprocessing works well for images taken at slightly 
oblique angles. We convert this edge image into six distorted version to input convolu-
tional neural network as Fig. 8.

Next, we extract normalized refrigerator door’s edge image from source image as 
Fig. 9.

Fig. 6 As you can see from the collected images, we tried to collect images from various angles in as many 
situations as possible. Especially for television, as mentioned above, different content and even the same 
content was displayed multiple times

Fig. 7 Extract 4 vertices using 5 edges, extract lower end from a warped perspective image
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Classification results

Classification was done for each of the kinds of electronic products. The average clas-
sification performance for the whole class is 93.24% and each classification performance 
is shown in detail in Table 1. The recognition rate of the television, which is judged to be 
the most difficult to recognize and usually displays the lowest recognition performance, 
was found to be 87.71% for ten types. However, it can be confirmed from the graph in 
Fig.  10. that the performance is much better than the process when only the original 
image was classified or only the stand area image was extracted.

Next, the performance of 14 kinds of refrigerator classifications was found to be 
94.06% as shown in Fig. 11, the performance of seven types of washing machines was 

Fig. 8 Extract a Sobel filtered image and convert it into six distorted (resize, move a few pixels to the left and 
right, and we flip left and right for each images) images for using classification

Fig. 9 Extract center point using horizontal and vertical edges of the center, and then extract Sobel‑filtered 
image from perspective‑warped image

Table 1 The number of  images used for  learning and  recognition performance are 
described for each category

Category Kind of # of images Performance (%)

Television 10 1888 87.71

Refrigerator 14 1181 94.06

Washing machine 7 856 96.85

Stand‑type air conditioner 8 340 99.12

Wall‑mounted air conditioner 2 136 90.44

Robotic vacuum cleaner 2 838 100.0

Vacuum cleaner 4 398 98.99

Microwave 8 165 96.36
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found to be 96.85%, and the performance of eight kinds of stand-mounted air condition-
ers was found to be 99.12% as shown in Fig. 12.

Conclusions
In this paper, we have discussed the importance of preprocessing and evaluated the 
improvement in recognition performance when applying deep learning to the recogni-
tion of home appliances. Convolutional neural networks is a model that is optimized 
for vision while minimizing the complexity of the model based on three ideas: sparse 
weight, tied weight, and equivariant representation. The process can recognize many 
objects with its complex capabilities. Many types of improved techniques are being 
introduced routinely and will continue to be introduced.

However, most techniques do not take rotation invariance into account, for which a 
large amount of well-formed datasets are required, or unnecessary information has to be 
manually excluded from the learning data, which is not an ideal algorithm that can easily 
be applied to all areas. It is more desirable to specify the problem using human intelli-
gence and the computer is supposed to do the work to help it. Therefore, it is necessary 
to continue the process of extracting and recognizing various features that cannot be 
extracted by the convolutional neural networks.

Fig. 10 Test the television in two conditions and compare the results: classifying only the objects to be 
recognized (75.40%), and classifying the outline only from the stand images (87.7%)

Fig. 11 Test the refrigerator in two conditions and compare the results; classifying only the objects to be 
recognized (90.94%), classifying the edge image at the center of the refrigerator that was extracted using the 
door edge information (94.96%)
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Future work on this topic could include the exploration of extracting meaningful fea-
tures not only from visual images but also based on material and atmosphere, especially 
in the field of fashion, to generate a model with enhanced performance.
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